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People remember different details about the same events, and when they discuss events they exchange new –
andmisleading – information. Discussion can changememory, especially when the source of new information
is highly credible. But we do not know whether the effects of credibility are based on absolute judgments –
judging a source's credibility independently from our own credibility – or relative judgments – judging a
source's credibility only in relation to our own credibility. We addressed this question by manipulating
subjects' expectations, leading them to believe that they either had the same, higher or lower “visual acuity”
than their partner while they watched a movie together. To create ample opportunities for the pairs to
mention misleading details to one another, each member unknowingly saw a different version of the movie.
The pairs then discussed some of the critical differences, but not others. Later, everyone took an independent
recognition test. Subjects' susceptibility to misinformation depended on their own credibility relative to their
partner's, supporting the idea that susceptibility to misinformation depends on relative differences in
credibility.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Hearing another person's version of events while thinking “Hey,
how come I don't remember seeing that? Did he really see it or is he
making it up?” is the kind of activity Lindsay (2008) says is part and
parcel of interpersonal source monitoring, the process by which we
decide the likely source – and thus the accuracy – of someone else's
memory reports (see also Mitchell & Johnson, 2000). One factor that
might in!uence interpersonal source monitoring is the kind of
judgments we make about the credibility of the other person's
memory. When another person's account of a shared experience is at
odds with our own, do we make absolute judgments, appraising the
other person's credibility independently from our own credibility, or
do we make relative judgments, appraising the other person's
credibility by comparing it to our own? That is the issue we addressed
in the experiment presented here.

1.1. Credibility

When we make decisions, we often need to reconcile contradic-
tory information from different sources. Should I see that newmovie? A

close friend recommends it but a popular critic gives the movie only
half a star. Should I vote for that candidate? One politician extols his
virtues while another decries him as a fraud. Should I accept this
manuscript? One reviewer raves about it but another is lukewarm.
How do people use contradictory information when making deci-
sions? Research from the decision-making literature shows that
although we give information from high credibility sources more
weight than information from low credibility sources, we make
relative – not absolute – judgments of credibility: When one source is
seen as highly credible, other sources are necessarily seen as less
credible (and vice versa; Birnbaum & Stegner, 1979; Birnbaum, Wong
&Wong, 1976; Rosenbaum& Levin, 1968, 1969). Put another way, the
weight we give to a piece of information from a speci"c source
depends on the credibility of the other sources involved. These
"ndings suggest that when people make interpersonal source
monitoring decisions, they should rely on relative (rather than
absolute) judgments of other people's credibility versus their own.

The social comparison literature supports a similar view. Accord-
ing to Social Comparison Theory – in the absence of objective
measures – we evaluate our own skills and abilities by making
comparisons between ourselves and other people (Festinger, 1954;
Mussweiler & Rüter, 2003; Stapel & Blanton, 2004). Thus even when
judging our own abilities – a judgment which, on the surface appears
to be absolute – we rely on relative judgment strategies, comparing
ourselves with other people.
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Taken together, both the decision-making and social comparison
literatures suggest that we should use relative, not absolute,
judgments of credibility when making interpersonal source monitor-
ing decisions — such as when another person's account of a shared
experience is at odds with our own. One way to investigate
interpersonal source monitoring decisions is through the misinfor-
mation effect.

1.2. Credibility and the misinformation effect

Hearing (or reading) other people's accounts of an event can
changewhatwe personally remember about it, a phenomenon known
as the misinformation effect (Belli, 1989; Lindsay, 1990; Loftus, 1991;
Loftus, Miller & Burns, 1978; Loftus & Palmer, 1974; Loftus & Zanni,
1975; McCloskey & Zaragoza, 1985). We know that susceptibility to
misinformation changes in line with how we appraise the credibility
of the source of misleading information — the “misinformation
messenger.” Several studies show that we become more susceptible
to misinformation when the misinformation messenger is more
credible (Ceci, Ross, & Toglia, 1987; Dodd & Bradshaw, 1980;
Echterhoff, Hirst, & Hussy, 2005; Skagerberg & Wright, 2009; Smith
& Ellsworth, 1987; Vornik, Sharman & Garry, 2003). For example,
Dodd and Bradshaw showed that people were more misled by
inaccurate postevent information about a car accident when it was
ostensibly provided by an innocent bystander rather than by the
guilty driver. Considered as awhole, this research suggests that we are
not uniformly in!uenced by misleading postevent information —
instead, we appraise the credibility of other people's memories.
However none of these studies manipulated subjects' own credibility,
so they do not shed any light on the question of whether we make
relative or absolute judgments of credibility when another person's
account of a shared experience is at odds with our own. For instance, if
people do rely on relative judgments of credibility, in situations where
people judge themselves to be highly credible, a highly credible
misinformation messenger might actually have less in!uence than
these studies imply.

We also know that susceptibility to misinformation changes in line
with how we appraise the credibility of our own memories. Several
studies show that we become less or more susceptible to misinforma-
tion as a result of expectations about our abilities. More speci"cally, in
these studies when people consumed a phony drug purported to
improve cognitive abilities, they were resistant to misinformation;
conversely, when they consumed phony alcohol, they were more
susceptible to misinformation (Asse" & Garry, 2003; Clifase", Garry,
Harper, Sharman, & Sutherland, 2007; Parker, Garry, Engle, Harper, &
Clifase", 2008). Although these results suggest that self-appraisals of
credibility affect susceptibility to misinformation, none of these studies
manipulated themisinformation messenger's credibility so they still do
not shed any light on the question of whether we make relative or
absolute judgments of credibility when another person's account of a
shared experience is at odds with our own.

But two studies have shed some light on this question, manipu-
lating both the misinformation messenger's and the subject's
credibility; each examined the misinformation effect using the “co-
witness” paradigm (Gabbert, Memon, & Allan, 2003).

1.3. Credibility and co-witness approaches to the misinformation effect

In typical co-witness studies, pairs of people participate together
and are led to believe that they see the same event (or picture); in
reality each member of the pair sees a slightly different version of the
same materials — each version differs on several critical elements.
After viewing, the pairs discuss what they have seen, unwittingly
transmitting misleading information to each other in the process (see
for example Gabbert, Memon, & Allan, 2003; Garry, French, Kinzett &
Mori, 2008).

Two studies have followed this basic procedure to examine
whether perceptions of credibility affect susceptibility to misinfor-
mation. In one study, the experimenters manipulated credibility by
telling subjects that their discussion partner had seen the target
picture either for more or less time — although actual viewing time
was the same (Gabbert, Memon, & Wright, 2007). In another, the
experimenters manipulated credibility by allocating one person a
high power role and the other a low power role (Skagerberg &Wright,
2008). In both studies, the ostensibly less credible subjects were more
susceptible to false memories than the more credible subjects.

At "rst glance, these results suggest that we should consider the
question of relative versus absolute judgments answered: when
another person's account of a shared experience is at odds with our
own, we are more susceptible to their misleading suggestions if that
person is more credible thanwe are, than if that person is less credible
than we are (Gabbert et al., 2007; Skagerberg & Wright, 2008). The
problem in both of these studies is that within each pair, the balance
was always tipped in one person's favor — there was no condition in
which both subjects in the pair were equally credible. For example,
Gabbert et al. (2007) did not tell some pairs that each had seen the
picture for the same amount of time, and Skagerberg and Wright
(2008) did not include a condition where people had equal power.
Without this crucial baseline condition –where both sources have the
same credibility – we cannot tell whether people used relative or
absolute judgments of credibility. People were more susceptible to
misleading suggestions made by the more credible partner, but we
cannot know whether this increased susceptibility was based on an
absolute judgment of credibility, or a relative judgment of credibility
versus the subjects' own credibility. For instance, perhaps if the
subject was also highly credible, they would not be misled by a highly
credible source. Additionally, without the baseline information, we
cannot determine whether the effects actually occurred because
people in the less credible roles were more susceptible to misinfor-
mation or because people in the more credible roles were less
susceptible to misinformation.

In fact, without a baseline condition, studies that exclusively
employ pairs heterogenous on credibility – and neglect to include
homogenous pairs for baseline comparisons – are open to at least six
possible counterexplanations for the "nding that less credible
subjects are more susceptible to misinformation. On the one hand,
such a pattern of results could be explained by the less credible people
being more misled because [1] they made an absolute judgment that
the misinformation messenger was credible, [2] they made an
absolute judgment that their own memory was not credible, or [3]
they made a relative judgment that the misinformation messenger
was more credible than their own memory (an interaction between
the two factors). On the other hand, people who were more credible
might be less misled for the exact opposite reasons.

In sum, what we do not know are the separate and combined
effects of appraising the misinformation messenger and appraising
oneself during the course of discussion. In the experiment we report
here, our aim was to examine the separate and combined effects on
susceptibility to misinformation of appraising oneself and appraising
one's discussion partner, to determine whether susceptibility to
misinformation is affected by absolute or relative judgments of
credibility. Wemanipulated expectancies by leading people to believe
that their vision was – in comparison – better, worse or the same as
their conversational partner's. Because each person could unwittingly
conveymisleading information in the discussion, each could act as the
other's misinformation messenger.

1.4. Our experiment

We showed subject-pairs ostensibly identical – yet different –
versions of an event (French, Garry & Mori, 2008; French, Gerrie,
Garry & Mori, 2009; Garry, French, Kinzett & Mori, 2008). Such an
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approach creates an experimental parallel to the real life situation
when people discuss an event that they remember differently; the
differences between the two versions of the event worked to create
systematic discrepancies in subjects' memories, thus providing ample
opportunities for subjects to mention misleading information to each
other during discussion. The versions con!icted on eight critical
details.

After watching the event, each pair discussed four of the eight
critical details but not the other four. During discussion, subjects
unwittingly introduced each other to the con!icting information.
Subjects then worked alone on a memory test; we used their
responses on this test to compare their memory for details they did
not discuss with their memory for details they did discuss. If people
adopted their partner's misleading information from the discussion
into their memory, we should "nd that they were less correct when
remembering discussed details than nondiscussed details.

Within each subject-pair, we manipulated expectations about the
relative credibility of each person's vision. We led subjects to believe
they would have either good or degraded vision of the movie, and
consequently better, worse, or the same vision as their partner. If
people's expectations about their own abilities versus their partner's
abilities affect their susceptibility to misleading suggestions, we
should see differences in memories for discussed details. These
differences might occur in one of three ways. First, if people's absolute
judgments about the misinformation messenger's credibility drive
their susceptibility, then people who are told their discussion partner
has good vision should be more misled than people who are told their
discussion partner has degraded vision, regardless of what they are
told about their own vision. Second, if people's absolute judgments
about their own credibility drive their susceptibility, then people who
are told they have degraded vision should bemoremisled than people
who are told they have good vision, regardless of what they are told
about their partner's vision. Finally, if people's relative judgments –
their expectations about their own credibility in comparison with
their expectations about the misinformation messenger's credibility –
drive their susceptibility, then we should see an interaction between
the two factors.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

In total, 48 subject-pairs completed the experiment; they were 96
undergraduate psychologists at Victoria University of Wellington (66
females; 30males) and completed the experiment in return for course
credit.1

2.2. Design

We used a 2!2!2 mixed design with expectancy of own vision
(Optimal or Moderately Degraded) and appraisal of partner's vision
(Optimal or Moderately Degraded) as the between-subjects factors,
and discussion of critical details (Discussed or Nondiscussed) as the
within-subjects factor. In total, there were four possible combinations

of credibility: [1] both subject and partner expected to have optimal
vision; [2] both subject and partner expected to have degraded vision;
[3] the subject expected to have vision superior to the partner; or
[4] the subject expected to have vision inferior to the partner.

2.3. Materials and procedure

We developed two versions of an event, using the same approach
as Takarangi, Parker, and Garry (2006). Speci"cally, we "lmed a
movie and then digitally altered it to create a second version. The
moviewas about a youngman, Chad, at a party. The two versionswere
identical at all points except for the eight critical details (see Table 1
for a list of the critical details). For example, in one version of the
movie, Chad stole a wallet; in the other version, he looked at the
wallet but put it back.

2.3.1. Vision manipulation
We told subjects that the study was about sensory impressions at

different levels of visual acuity. Speci"cally, we told them:

What we're interested in is people's sensory impressions at
different levels of visual acuity. Visual acuity basically means how
well you can see. So right now, we should all have 100% acuity —
me because I am wearing glasses to "x my eyes, and you either
because you are too, or because your eyes work "ne. Either way,
normal vision – or corrected-to-normal vision – is 100% acuity.
What we do is degrade people's acuity by different amounts using
our different acuity glasses.

While explaining the study, the experimenter brought everyone's
attention to a stack of three boxes ostensibly containing “acuity
glasses.” Each box bore a label describing a different strength of these
glasses. For example, one box read “Acuity Glasses Optimal Strength
(Range 95%–100% Standard Vision).” In fact, only the “Optimal” and
“Moderate” boxes contained glasses — the “Poor” box was empty, but
was used to add authenticity to the cover story. In reality, the glasses
were ordinary polarizing glasses and did not change acuity. The
experimenter then told subjects:

As you can see, we have three different strengths of glasses;
basically, the higher the percentage range, the closer they are to
normal vision. So the optimal glasses provide ideal viewing
conditions — they are like the equivalent of normal vision. The
other two types of glasses both degrade your vision to a different
extent; both types are signi"cantly worse than normal vision and
the poor acuity should be even worse than the moderate acuity
glasses.

We needed to cultivate subjects' expectancies about how the
glasses would affect their ability to see and their partner's ability to
see; thus, instead of just telling them and expecting them to believe
us, we developed several tasks so that they could experience normal
and degraded vision. Because the glasses did not actually degrade
subjects' vision, we used the MORI technique to show subjects

1 To ensure that subjects were suf"ciently distracted from thinking about the critical
material during "ller tasks, and to ensure that they were motivated enough to care
about the preliminary manipulation tasks, we set a minimum performance criterion
for the "ller tasks. To remain in the dataset, subjects had to attempt at least "ve
squares during the 10 min of Sudoku puzzles, and "nd at least three words during the
5 min word"nd. In total 48 pairs completed the study and met this "ller task criterion.
A further 9 subject-pairs were not included in the dataset because one person in each
pair did not make a suf"cient attempt on the "ller tasks. Of these, "ve people
attempted less than 5 squares during the 10 min Sudoku puzzle, and four people found
less than 3 words during the 5 min word"nd. An additional three pairs were excluded
because one person in each pair expressed suspicion that they might have seen
different movies.

Table 1
Critical differences between movie versions.

Critical detail Version 1 Version 2

Door Rung bell Knocked
Mug Blue Pink
Decoration Birthday banner Tinsel
Alcohol Vodka Wine
Room Laundry Bedroom
Balloons Red Blue
Drink Squeezed lemon Drugged
Put wallet In his pocket Back on bench
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different quality images through the different glasses (Mori, 2003,
2007; see also French et al., 2008, 2009; Garry et al., 2008; Mori &
Kitabayashi, 2009).

2.3.2. The MORI technique
The MORI technique presents different viewers different images

on the same screen at the same time, leading them to believe they
have both seen the same thing (see Fig. 1; Mori, 2003, 2007); we used
it to show one person a high quality image and the other a degraded
image.

Each image was fed through a separate computer and projector
onto the rear of a semi-transparent projection screen. The rear
projection screen consisted of a 1.22 m!1.82 m wooden panel with a
29 cm!38 cm cutout holding the semi-transparent screen. The two
projectors were mounted one above the other in a metal stand, each
tilted slightly towards the screen so that the two images overlapped.
We attached a polarizing "lter horizontally to the lens of one
projector, and attached a polarizing "lter vertically to the lens of the
other; these "lters polarized the projected images in opposite
directions. The lenses in subjects' “acuity glasses” were actually
polarizing "lters. One member of each pair wore glasses made from
horizontal "lter, allowing him or her to see the horizontally polarized
image while blocking the vertically polarized image from view; the
other person wore glasses that did the opposite. Subjects sat side-by-
side at a table facing the rear projection screen for the duration of the
study.

2.3.3. Cultivating expectancies
To cultivate subjects' expectancies about their vision relative to

their partner's, we asked them to take part in two bogus tasks: reading
a letter array and recognizing celebrity faces. We told them:

We have a couple of different tasks today. I'm going to show you a
few different images on this screen and get you to look at them
through the acuity glasses. First I am going to compare what you
can see with the optimal glasses, and what you can see with the
moderate glasses. You'll each have a turn at wearing each type of
glasses.

Subjects each chose a card that told themwhat sort of glasses they
would receive: one person wore glasses from the optimal box, and the
other wore glasses from the moderate box. For each task, we created a
clear image and a degraded image. We used the MORI technique to
present the degraded image to the subject who wore the allegedly
moderately degrading glasses, and the clear image to the subject who
wore the allegedly optimal glasses; we also asked subjects to swap
glasses so that they could each experience supposedly optimal and
supposedly degraded vision.

2.3.4. Letter array
In the "rst task, subjects saw a six-line letter array, similar to an

optician's array. To create the degraded array, we used a lighter color
font and increased the transparency of the letters so they would fade
into the background. We designed the arrays so that when subjects
saw the normal version, they could typically read to the end of the
sixth line; when they saw the degraded version they could generally
read only to the end of the fourth line. Subjects took turns reading
aloud the letters that they could see, then swapped glasses and
repeated the task. As a result, subjects experienced better and worse
vision from the different glasses, and had the experience of seeing
letters that their partner could not see, and not being able to see
letters that their partner could see.

2.3.5. Face recognition task
In the face recognition task, we presented four photographs of

famous people – one at a time – for 2 s each. We created a second
degraded version of each photo by adding grain and blur in Adobe
Photoshop®. Typically subjects could recognize the normal photos
very easily and con"dently, but had much more dif"culty with the
degraded photos, often having no idea who the photographs depicted.
After we presented each photograph, subjects reported aloudwhether
they had recognized each face, and if they did how con"dent they
were. After both subjects had answered these questions, each was
asked to name the person that the photograph depicted if they could.
Subjects who wore degrading glasses saw the degraded photographs,
and subjects who wore optimal glasses saw normal photographs.
After two photographs, subjects swapped glasses so that each saw two
degraded faces and two normal faces.

After these expectancy-cultivating tasks, the next phase began:
subjects watched the event, discussed some of the critical details from
the movie, and then completed an independent memory test.

2.3.6. Event
Subjects handed their glasses back, and were then told:

The next thing I am going to do is show you a movie. The movie is
about a guy named Chad who is at a party. All I want you to do is
watch the movie through the acuity glasses, and then we will do a
couple of related tasks afterwards. It's just like the other tasks —
people see best when they keep their head straight rather than
tilted, so as with the previous tasks I'll ask you to keep your heads
as straight and still as possible while you watch the movie.
Because the movie takes longer than the tasks we have just done,
for this part of the study you are only going to be able to wear one
pair of glasses each. You each have an envelope in front of you;
each envelope has three cards inside — one card for each type of
acuity glasses. If you reach into those envelopes now and take out
a card it will tell you what condition you'll be in for the movie
today.

Each subject received polarizing glasses from either the moderate
or optimal box and watched the movie about Chad at the party. The
movie had no audio, and ran for 6.35 min. When it ended, subjects
worked on a logic "ller task (a Sudoku) for 10 min to thwart rehearsal.

Fig. 1. Illustration of equipment set up for MORI technique. Two projectors project two
movies onto the screen. One movie is polarized horizontally, and the other is polarized
vertically. Viewers wear polarization glasses allowing them to see one movie while
blocking the other from view.
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2.3.7. Discussion
In the second phase, subjects discussed what they saw in the

movie.We presented 12 questions – one at a time – on the screen, and
subjects discussed each one. Each question asked about a detail from
the movie and offered "ve options. For example, “Where did Chad put
the wallet that he found on the bench?” appeared with the options “In
the cupboard; behind the microwave; back where he found it; in his back
pocket; in his bag.” Four of the twelve questions prompted discussion
of the critical details; for these four questions, the correct answer for
each movie version appeared in the list of "ve alternatives. The other
four critical details were not mentioned during the discussion, and
served as the nondiscussed control details at test. The remaining eight
discussion questions were "llers, and were not mentioned again.
Critical details were fully counterbalanced so each served equally
often as discussed and nondiscussed details.

The experimenter recorded subjects' conversations using a digital
voice recorder, and noted down their answers during the discussion.
We asked subject-pairs to discuss the questions together, "gure out
the answer, and tell it to the experimenter. If they could not agree on
an answer, they were permitted to give separate answers. Pilot testing
showed that pairs of people generally answered the questions within
30 s; to ensure they had ample time, we gave subjects up to one
minute to discuss each question, and we warned them when 10 s
were left. After reporting their answer, subjects went onto the next
question. After the discussion, subjects worked on another "ller task
(a “word "nd” puzzle) for a further "ve minutes.

2.3.8. Recognition test
In the third phase, subjects completed a surprise 20-item two-

alternative forced-choice pen-and-paper recognition test, and did so
independently. On the test, 8 of the 20 items referred to the critical
details. For these eight questions, the two alternatives were the
correct answers from the different versions of the movie. The
remaining twelve "ller questions referred to details that had not
been mentioned previously. After each question, subjects rated their
con"dence that their answer was correct, using a scale where 1 = not
at all con!dent, and 5 = very con!dent.

2.3.9. Manipulation checks
Finally, we measured the extent to which our manipulations were

successful. First subjects rated their experiences of the movie. Five
statements asked about their vision during the movie, including their
overall impressions and speci"c aspects such as sharpness and
brightness. A sixth question asked whether they experienced any
sensory compensation — if they noticed their other senses were more
“switched on” than usual while their vision was degraded. Subjects
gave their responses to these questions on 5-point scales, where 1 =
low and 5 = high. Finally, they rated how they compared to their
partner on four dimensions: ability to see; ability to make out the
details; credibility and reliability. Subjects responded using 7-point
scales, where !3 = partner superior and 3 = self superior.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Manipulation checks

We begin by determining the success of our manipulation on two
counts. First, did subjects believe that the degrading acuity glasses
degraded their ability to see? The answer is yes: subjects who wore
the degrading glasses rated their vision as signi"cantly worse than
subjects who wore optimal glasses, Mdegraded=2.51, SD=0.52; and
Moptimal=3.67, SD=0.69; t (94)=6.87, pb .01, Cohen's d=1.90.

We next determined the success of our manipulation on the
second count: did subjects' expectations about their partner's glasses
affect their relative judgments about visual ability? To answer this
answer question, we calculated – for each subject – a mean score

based on the four measures comparing oneself to one's partner. We
display these data in Fig. 2. As the "gure illustrates, when the subject
and their partner – the misinformation messenger – ostensibly had
similar visual abilities, they rated themselves as very similar,
regardless of whether they wore degrading or optimal glasses.
When subjects were told their partner had superior vision, they
rated their partners as better; likewise, when subjects were told their
partner had inferior vision, they rated themselves as better. Put
another way, there was an interaction between subjects' expectations
about their abilities and their partner's abilities, F (1, 92)=49.89,
pb .01, f=0.74, suggesting that subjects believed the glasses affected
both their own and their partner's ability to see.

3.2. Discussion duration

We next examined the duration of subjects' discussions to ensure
that theywere not rushed during this phase of the study. Therewas no
evidence that subjects felt rushed to select their answers during the
discussion; subject-pairs took between 2:05 min and 6:02 min to
complete the discussion, well below the 12 min allowed,
M=3:52 min, SD=0:55. Subjects took longer to discuss critical
details – where they had seen contradictory information – than "ller
details, Mcritical=21.86 s, SD=7.01; and M!ller=18.08 s, SD=4.90;
F (1, 94)=26.65, pb .01, f=0.53. We warned pairs when they had
10 s remaining to discuss a given question. In total, pairs were warned
4 times when discussing "ller details (out of a possible 384 instances;
1%) and 4 times when discussing critical details (out of a possible 192
instances; 2%). Taken together, these results suggest that people were
not rushed during the discussion phase of the study.

3.3. Exposure to misinformation

Before turning to our primary research question, we "rst
determined what the partners told each other during their discussion.
Whereas in typical misinformation studies experimenters completely
control exposure tomisleading information, in our study the exposure
was less predictable. We relied on subjects to expose each other to
misleading information, and had no control over whether they did so.

We used the experimenter's written record and voice recordings of
the discussion to determine exactly which of the four critical
con!icting details subjects conveyed in their discussions. Subjects
conveyed between 0 and 4 misleading details, M=2.63, SD=1.02, in
total 253 out of a possible 384 misleading details (4 con!icting

Fig. 2. Mean self-partner comparison ratings by expectancy condition.
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details!96 subjects) or 66%. Because each subject was exposed to a
different number of misleading details, we calculated – for each
subject – a proportion-correct score for discussed and nondiscussed
details. We use the word nondiscussed to refer to control details, those
items that subjects were not asked about at all during the discussion.
We use discussed details to mean only the 253 instances in which
subjects were exposed to the misinformation during discussion. The
remaining 131 instances – where subjects discussed a particular
critical detail but were not exposed to the misinformation – do not
speak to our research question so we excluded them from our
analyses. Additionally, three subjects were spontaneously exposed to
their partner's misleading information for details that were not
prompted by discussion questions and were intended to act as
nondiscussed details; these three details were also excluded from the
analyses.

3.4. Credibility and susceptibility to misinformation

We now turn to our primary question: Do people make relative or
absolute judgments of credibility when another person's account of a
shared experience is at odds with their own? If relative judgments
in!uence susceptibility to misinformation, we should "nd that people
were more (or less) misled by their partner's suggestions depending
on relative differences in “visual acuity.”

In typical misinformation studies, researchers use memory
performance on misled (or discussed) details as a measure of
susceptibility to misinformation: the worse the performance, the
higher the susceptibility to misinformation. It is well established that
the better someone's memory is, the less susceptible they are to
misleading information (Tousignant, Hall, & Loftus, 1986), so
this analysis – comparing performance on misled (discussed) details
only – is based on the precondition that there are no group differences
in performance on control (or nondiscussed) details. In other words,
baseline memory performance should be equivalent across groups. In
most misinformation studies there would be no reason to expect
group differences in baseline memory performance, but in our study,
wewonderedwhether the credibilitymanipulationmay have affected
subjects' motivation in a similar way to alcohol expectancy research.

Research shows that when faced with alcohol expectancies people
sometimes rally against expected impairments by paying more
attention and exerting more effort: expecting to consume alcohol
can increase motivation and, as a result, facilitate (rather than impair)
performance on cognitive tasks (for example see Finnigan, Ham-
mersly, & Millar, 1995; Ross & Pihl, 1988; Williams, Goldman, &
Williams, 1981). This compensation effect only occurs in some
situations; one situation that promotes the effect is when people
(who expect to consume alcohol) are made aware that their
performance will be observed (high public self-awareness; Ross &
Pihl, 1988).

After the preliminary expectancy-cultivating tasks, subjects in our
study would have been aware that their reports would be made
publicly, in the presence of their discussion partners. We wondered
whether this public self-awarenessmight lead subjects to rally against
the expected impairment of degraded vision, increasing their
motivation and paying closer attention during the movie. If so, these
subjects might have better baseline memory performance than
subjects in other conditions. This kind of compensatory behavior
might occur for all subjects who wore the apparently degrading
glasses, or only for subjects who expected to be at a disadvantage
relative to their partners.

To address these questions, we classi"ed subjects' proportion-
correct scores for discussed and nondiscussed details according to
expectancies about their own and their partner's vision, and display
these data in Fig. 3.

As Fig. 3 shows, our concerns about differences in baseline
memory performance were warranted. The right half of Fig. 3 shows

that within pairs who wore different glasses, the ostensibly less
credible subjects – those who wore apparently degrading glasses –
tended to be better at remembering nondiscussed details than the
ostensibly more credible subjects – those who wore optimal glasses, t
(46)=1.88, p=.07, Cohen's d=.50. This pattern suggests that
subjects who expected to be at a relative disadvantage engaged in
compensatory behavior — possibly paying closer attention to the
movie, which boosted their baseline memories of the critical details.
This pattern is consistent with "ndings from alcohol expectancy
research (for example see Finnigan, Hammersly, & Millar, 1995; Ross
& Pihl, 1988; Williams, Goldman, & Williams, 1981).

Perhaps in the face of expectancies about degraded vision, people
in our study rallied to overcome their relative disadvantage; because
there was no actual disadvantage from wearing “degraded” glasses,
the extra effort boosted their memory performance above their
supposedly superior partners'. Interestingly this compensation effect
only occurred when subjects expected to be disadvantaged relative to
their partners; there was no compensation effect when subjects
expected to be just as disadvantaged as their partners were. More
speci"cally, when both members in a pair wore ostensibly degrading
glasses, there were no differences in performance on nondiscussed
details, t (46)=0.52, p=.61, supporting the idea that credibility is a
relative rather than absolute judgment.

We now turn to our primary question: do absolute or relative
judgments of credibility affect susceptibility to misinformation? We
could not use performance on discussed details as a measure of
susceptibility to misinformation without accounting for the differ-
ences in baseline memory performance. Instead, to account for this
variation, we calculated difference scores, measuring the difference
between subjects' baseline memory performance (for nondiscussed
details) and their performance on discussed details. These difference
scores are illustrated by the differences in height between each pair of
grey and white bars in Fig. 3. We used this difference score as a
measure of susceptibility to misinformation — the greater the
difference score, the higher susceptibility to misleading suggestions.
To address our primary research question, we compared these
difference scores across each of the four credibility conditions.

As Fig. 3 illustrates, susceptibility to misinformation – the gap
between nondiscussed and discussed performance – depended on the
ostensible relationship between subjects' own abilities versus their
partners', as shown by a signi"cant interaction between these two

Fig. 3. Proportion of correct responses for nondiscussed and discussed details by
expectancy condition.
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factors, F (1, 89)=4.26, p=.04, f=0.36. These results suggest that
relative, not absolute, judgments of credibility affected susceptibility
to misinformation.

To further elucidate the results, we next conducted follow-up
comparisons. We "rst examined susceptibility to misinformation for
subject-pairs who had the same credibility as each other, comparing
those who wore the apparently degrading glasses, and those who
wore optimal glasses. In other words, we compared the difference
scores for the two left-most groups in Fig. 3. If absolute judgments of
credibility affect susceptibility to misinformation, we should see
differences between these two groups; however, if only relative
judgments of credibility affect susceptibility to misinformation, there
should not be any differences between the two groups. The results
showed that there were no differences in susceptibility to misinfor-
mation between these groups, t (45)=0.58, p=.56, supporting the
idea that absolute judgments of credibility do not affect susceptibility
to misinformation. In short, people were equally in!uenced by
misleading information conveyed by credible and not-so-credible
misinformation messengers when the source's credibility was on par
with their own.

Because there were no differences in susceptibility to misinfor-
mation between these two groups, we used this data as a baseline
measure of susceptibility to misinformation. We collapsed across the
two left-most groups in Fig. 3 calculating a grand mean difference
score measuring subjects' performance on nondiscussed details
versus discussed details (Mgrand mean=0.27, SD=0.37). We next
compared this grand mean with each of the two groups on the right
side of the graph to examine whether relative differences in
credibility increased or decreased subjects' susceptibility to
misinformation.

As Fig. 3 illustrates, subjects who had higher credibility were less
susceptible to misinformation, demonstrated by a smaller difference
score than the grand mean Mhigher credibility=.04, SD=.31; and Mgrand

mean=.27, SD=.37; t (68)=2.64, pb .01, Cohen's d=0.63. Additionally,
consistent with previous research (Gabbert, Memon, & Wright, 2007;
Skagerberg &Wright, 2008), therewas amarginally signi"cant tendency
for subjects who had lower credibility to be more susceptible to
misinformation, demonstrated by a greater difference score than the
grand mean Mlower credibility=.40, SD=.33; and Mgrand mean=.27,
SD=.37; t (68)=1.37, p=.09, Cohen's d=0.36. In other words, when
the pairs had ostensibly different vision, they were more susceptible to
suggestions made by partners who were apparently more credible than
themselves and less susceptible to misleading suggestions made by
partners who were apparently less credible than themselves.

In summary, our "ndings suggest that when another person's
account of a shared experience is at odds with our own, relative, not
absolute, judgments of credibility affect our susceptibility to their
suggestions. Importantly, our results also build on previous research
showing that these relative judgments operate in both directions: the
results are not simply due to less credible people experiencing
increased susceptibility to misinformation (as suggested by previous
research: Gabbert et al., 2007; Skagerberg & Wright, 2008) but are
also due to the ostensibly more credible people experiencing
decreased susceptibility to misinformation.

3.5. Opportunities to be misled

Of course, to be in!uenced bymisinformation, subjects must "rst be
exposed to it. We found that subjects who were supposedly
disadvantaged hadmore opportunities to bemisled: theywere exposed
to 74 misleading details (out of a possible 96; 77%) whereas subjects in
the other three groups were exposed to 57–61 misleading details (59%
to 64%). This result is consistent with Gabbert et al.'s (2007) study, and
suggests that people who are ostensibly less credible might have a
greater chance of being in!uenced by misinformation simply because
they come into contact with more inaccurate information from other

people who see themselves as more credible. Therefore, a critic might
argue that at least some of our effects are merely the consequence of
more opportunities for some subjects to be misled. But we "nd this
account to be untenable for at least two reasons. First, in our analyses
we eliminated the effect of opportunities be misled by counting only
the instances where subjects were actually exposed to misinformation.
Second, when we repeated the analyses without correcting for
exposure – examining memories for the four con!icting critical details,
regardless of whether the con!icting information actually arose during
discussion – we found exactly the same pattern of results as those
displayed in Fig. 3. That is, relative – not absolute – credibilitymattered.
Put another way – consistent with the primary results – there was a
signi"cant interaction between subjects' own credibility and their
partners' credibility, F (1, 92)=4.57, p=.04, f=0.37, and follow-up t-
tests produced a similar pattern of results as the corrected comparisons.

Subjects who had ostensibly the same credibility as their partners
were equally misled, regardless of whether their credibility was high
or low, t (46)=0.65, p=0.52. We again collapsed across these
two groups to create a grand mean difference score for comparison
(Mgrand mean=0.15, SD=0.33). Subjects who were ostensibly more
credible than their partners were less susceptible to their partner's
misleading suggestions, as shown by a smaller difference score than
the grand mean, Mhigher credibility=!0.06, SD=0.22; and Mgrand

mean=0.15, SD=0.33; t (70)=2.67, p b .01, Cohen's d=0.71.
Additionally, there was a non-signi"cant tendency for subjects who
were ostensibly less credible than their partners to be more
susceptible to their partner's misleading suggestions, as shown by a
greater difference score than the grand mean, Mlower credibility=0.28,
SD=0.35; and Mgrand mean=0.15, SD=0.33; t (70)=1.60, p=0.11,
Cohen's d=0.40. Taken together, these data suggest that relative
judgments of credibility, not mere opportunities to be misled,
mattered.

3.6. Con!dence

Thus far, our results tell us about the accuracy of people's
memories, but tell us nothing about how con"dently they held
these memories. To address this issue, we calculated subjects'
con"dence in their responses to nondiscussed and discussed details,
classi"ed these data according to subjects' expectancies about their
own and their partner's vision, and display the results in Fig. 4. The
"rst thing to notice about this graph is the different patterns for the

Fig. 4. Mean con"dence for nondiscussed and discussed details by expectancy
condition.
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two left-most groups and the two right-most groups on the graph:
these differences suggest that absolute judgments of credibility did
not affect con"dence, but relative differences in credibility did. More
speci"cally, when both members of a pair wore the same glasses (the
two left-most groups), they had similarly moderate con"dence in
their memories of discussed and nondiscussed details. These data
suggest that discovering that someone else's memory is at odds with
our own doesn't necessarily hurt con"dence in our own memory— at
least not when the source of the new information is apparently no
more or less credible then we are.

However, when subjects had different credibility from their
partners (the two right-most groups on Fig. 4), hearing their partners'
memory report which was at odds with their own did hurt subjects'
con"dence: these subjects were more con"dent in their memories of
nondiscussed details than their memories of discussed details, F (1,
89)=4.72, p=.03, f=0.23. This result suggests that pairs who wore
different glasses may not have trusted each other: when they
discussed critical details, both members' con"dence dropped regard-
less of whether they had the supposed advantage or supposed
disadvantage. It is intriguing that encountering a report at odds with
our ownmemory only hurts con"dence in our ownmemories in some
circumstances; this difference may re!ect a difference in group
membership or level of identi"cation with the misinformation
messenger and it is an issue we are investigating further.

Recall that subjects who expected to be at a disadvantage relative
to their partner displayed compensatory behavior, boosting their
baseline memory performance on nondiscussed details. One puzzling
"nding was that – contrary to what we would expect based on the
misinformation effect literature (Tousignant, Hall, & Loftus, 1986) –
these subjects' superior memories did not protect them from being
misled. The con"dence data provide some insight into this intriguing
result, suggesting that these ostensibly less credible subjects
evaluated their ownmemories in a way that led them to be in!uenced
by – rather than protected from – their partner's misleading
suggestions. More speci"cally, there was a marginally signi"cant
tendency for subjects who wore optimal glasses to be more con"dent
about their memories compared with subjects who wore degrading
glasses, F (1, 89)=3.33, p=.07, f=0.10. As Fig. 4 shows, this effect
was driven by subject-pairs who wore different glasses. Follow up t-
tests showed that subjects whowere ostensibly less credible were less
con"dent in their responses to nondiscussed details than subjects
who were ostensibly more credible, t (46)=2.08, p=.04, Cohen's
d=0.60; there was also a marginally signi"cant tendency showing
the same pattern for responses for discussed details, t (44)=1.72,
p=.09, Cohen's d=1.46. These results suggest a possible mechanism
by which people with better memories ended up being more misled:
even though their memories were better, subjects who were
ostensibly less credible were less con"dent in those memories, and
so were more susceptible to the in!uence of the messenger's
suggestions. In other words, having a good memory might not be
suf"cient to protect people from being misled.

4. Conclusion

Taken as a whole, our data suggest that people's expectations
about themselves and about other people can affect their suscepti-
bility to misleading suggestions. These results build on previous
research by showing that it is not only people's appraisals of the
misinformation messenger, nor only people's appraisals of their own
abilities, that in!uence their susceptibility to misleading suggestions,
but a combination of the two appraisals in relation to one another
(see, for example, Asse" & Garry, 2003; Ceci et al., 1987; Clifase" et al.,
2007; Dodd & Bradshaw, 1980; Echterhoff et al., 2005; Parker, et al.,
2008; Vornik et al., 2003).

Our results also build on other research showing that people who
were told they were at a disadvantage were more misled than people

who were told they were at an advantage (Gabbert et al., 2007;
Skagerberg & Wright, 2008). Our data suggest that this difference is
partly attributable to the fact that the allegedly more credible people
were protected from misinformation — not simply because the
allegedly less credible people were more susceptible to
misinformation.

Our data also shed light on the notion that people are more
in!uenced by misinformation conveyed in a social interaction than
misinformation conveyed in a non-social way (such as a written
narrative; Gabbert, Memon, Allan & Wright, 2004; Paterson & Kemp,
2006a). Our results suggest that this notion needs qualifying: when
misinformation is conveyed in a social interaction, its in!uence might
depend on factors in that social interaction. In some situations – such
as those in Gabbert et al.'s and Paterson and Kemp's studies – socially
conveyed informationmay bemore persuasive, but in other situations
– such as when people are very sure of their own abilities or very
con"dent in their own memories – it may not be persuasive at all.

Our results also show that people's expectations about their
abilities and other people's abilities can affect the exchange of
information during a conversation. Speci"cally, people who were
led to believe they were more credible conveyed more misleading
suggestions than any other group. Perhaps in real life, people who see
themselves as more credible and knowledgeable than others might
pass on more information than vice versa. As a result, the people they
talk to might be more likely to experience false memories simply
because they havemore opportunity for their memory to be distorted.
Of course, to the extent that the new information passed on is
accurate, this mechanismmay be bene"cial, andmay help people who
know less to know and remember more. Yet, these results suggest
that this helpful mechanism might become unhelpful when the
information conveyed is inaccurate.

Compounding the problems caused when people pass on
inaccurate information is the fact that people who believe they are
very knowledgeable may not be (Dunning, Johnson, Ehrlinger &
Kruger, 2003; Kruger & Dunning, 1999). In fact, in our experiment,
people who expected to have superior vision were more con"dent in
their memories despite the fact that their memories were worse, and
people who expected to have inferior vision were less con"dent in
their memories despite the fact that their memories were better. In
short, people's perceptions about their own abilities, and their
perceptions about other's abilities can be misguided. These percep-
tions can affect people's baseline memory accuracy as well as their
susceptibility to misleading suggestions. Future research might
investigate how to create the ideal balance between encouraging
people to perform at their optimum, while also encouraging them to
be con"dent in their performance, an endeavor that might be useful
for educational settings and work places.

Our results also build on the growing literature showing that
expectancy effects can increase or decrease people's susceptibility to
false memories (Asse" & Garry, 2003; Clifase" et al., 2007; Parker et
al., 2008). In our experiment, simply changing the dynamics of a social
interaction and leading people to believe that they had the same or
different abilities as their discussion partner produced similar effects
as giving people phony alcohol or a phony cognitive enhancing drug.

A critic might wonder about the real world application of our
manipulation — after all, people do not walk around in the world
believing their visual acuity has been tampered with, much less enter
into conversationwith others in the same predicament. Yet people are
often exposed to con!icting information and points of view that they
must reconcile (Birnbaum & Stegner, 1979; Birnbaum,Wong &Wong,
1976). Eyewitnesses do talk among themselves (Paterson & Kemp,
2006b), and people do appraise each other – making inferences and
forming lasting impressions – very quickly (Todorov, Said, Engell, &
Oosterhof, 2008; Willis & Todorov, 2006). Furthermore people
evaluate their own skills and abilities by making comparisons with
other people (Festinger, 1954; Mussweiler & Rüter, 2003; Stapel &
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Blanton, 2004). In real life, a witness might infer that she has vision
superior to that of another witness for a range of reasons: judgments
about vantage point; pre-existing beliefs about her vision; noticing
that the other witness is old or wears glasses; or simply forming an
impression of the other witness's competence (Festinger, 1954;
Mussweiler & Rüter, 2003; Stapel & Blanton, 2004). It seems
reasonable to hypothesize that – whatever the reason – when a
witness believes her vision to be superior, she might be protected
from misleading postevent suggestions made by other witnesses. Of
course, expectancy effects may extend well beyond the effects of
appraising one's vision relative to that of others, and might also
encompass other appraisals of state (such asmood or sobriety) or trait
(such as competence, trustworthiness, group membership; see for
example Ekman, 1993; Hall & Matsumoto, 2004; Hassin & Trope,
2000; Matsumoto et al., 2000; Todorov, Mandisodza, Goren, & Hall,
2005; Todorov et al., 2008; Willis & Todorov, 2006).

These kinds of appraisals and the resulting memory errors might
occur in any situation where information is gleaned via social
interaction. To the extent that they make inaccurate social appraisals,
people in work places, educational settings, social or family groups
might incorporate another person's error into their own memories,
and as a result be led to the wrong course of action, disrupting their
goals or productivity. Yet under the right circumstances – when
people make accurate social appraisals – they can be protected from
false memories that arise from discussion.
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